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Donor (D) - Acceptor (A) compounds based on triphenylamine (TPA) substituted with cyano, nitro, and formyl
functional groups were synthesized in dipolar (DA), quadrupolar (DA2), and octupolar (DA3) configurations and
characterized using different spectral techniques. Bond-length alternation (BLA) values of the phenyl ring were
found to be in the range between 0.012 and 0.022 Å, suggest the charge transfer occurs in the ground state itself,
which in fact differs distinctly with respect to number of acceptor groups in the TPA core. Steady-state and timeresolved fluorescence studies indicates the existence of dipolar charge transfer interactions in all the molecules
by the virtue of reducing their molecular symmetry. Interestingly, for dipolar molecule, the efficiency of ICT
interactions is elucidated by the slope of the Lippert-Mataga plot which exhibits the linear relationship with the
Hammett (σ) constant. Controlling the rotation of N–C bond of amino and phenylene moiety by lowering the
surrounding temperature drastically affect the fluorescence and reveals that the structural changes at the excited
state plays a crucial role in ICT processes. Notably, the mono-nitro substituted triphenylamine exhibits specific
solvent-solute interactions exclusively with the chlorinated solvents at the excited state with the emission in NIR
region and is tailing over 800 nm.

Introduction
Organized assemblies of chromophores held by covalent bonding,
molecular aggregates, and light-harvesting pigment complexes in
nature are always fascinating and these systems provide tremendous
scope to unravel the excitation localization/delocalization, and subsequent energy or electron transfer processes. These processes are
mainly influenced by the distance as well as the extent of electronic
coupling with the chromophores. The excitation can be delocalized
among the chromophores through space. There are instances where the
chromophore is not an isolated molecular entity, but it is a part of the
molecule, called as sub-chromophore, a situation often noted in molecules bearing multiple electron donating (donor(D)) and electron accepting (acceptor(A)) moieties bonded through π−conjugation. In this
regard, the structural motifs shown in Scheme 1 such as quadrupolar,
DAD [1–6] or ADA [7] and octupolar, DA3 [8–11] or AD3 [11,12] have
attracted much attention due to the multitude of applications in organic

∗

electronics.
These molecules show large two-photon absorption coefficient
[13–15], better efficiency as a sensitizer in dye-sensitized solar cells
(DSSC) [16–18], organic photovoltaics, organic light emitting devices
[19–21], and fluorescent probes for bio-imaging [22–24], when compared to the simplest dipolar D-A systems. Asymmetrical substituents in
these molecules facilitate the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) interactions and its efficiency has a significant influence on the associated
electronic properties, which can conveniently be tuned by the judicious
combination of electron donating or withdrawing moieties [22–28].
Nonetheless, the structure-property relationship with respect to ICT
interactions with the two-photon absorption or efficiency of DSSC, hole
transport property, is limited. Essentially, the difference between ICT
interactions of quadrupolar and octupolar molecules with respect to
simple dipolar motifs is due to the nature of charge transfer interactions. ICT state of quadrupolar and octupolar molecules might show net
zero dipole moment change when all the donor and acceptor groups get
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Scheme 1. Structure of the triphenylamine based donor-acceptor compounds.

involved in ICT state formation. On the other hand, the majority of
quadrupolar and octupolar molecules exhibit a change in dipole moment, which is evident from the solvent polarity induced red shifted
fluorescence. This feature reveals that though the quadrupolar and
octupolar compounds have more than one donor-acceptor pairs, the ICT
state is formed by one of the pairs and the remaining donors or acceptors are not involved in the ICT state formation. Thus, the original
symmetry of the chromophores is reduced to the lowest symmetry, and
this process is driven by the local field generated by the solvents and/or
the structural fluctuations. Notably, symmetry broken ICT states leave
some donor/acceptor moieties as a spectator and this spectator pair is
expected to influence ICT state significantly. Further, the real-time
observation of symmetry breaking is limited despite several femtosecond transient absorption studies. However, recently, Vauthey et al.
[29] used femtosecond transient infrared spectroscopy to unravel the
process. It has been demonstrated that the nature of the relaxed singlet
excited state of the quadrupolar molecule is symmetric in nonpolar
solvents whereas in the polar media symmetry broken state with one
arm bears more excitation than the other is formed; it is purely a dipolar state with the localized excitation. However, several intriguing
issues need to be explored to develop the reasonable understanding of
these processes and their implications in the development of devices.
To unravel the nature of ICT interactions in multiple D-A molecules,
in this work, we have developed dipolar, quadrupolar, and octupolar
molecules using triphenylamine (TPA) moiety as donor and nitro, aldehyde, and cyano groups as acceptors. It is important to note that the
core structure and shape of the molecule remain identical, which is one
of the crucial factors in determining the two-photon absorption efficiency [30]. Detailed photophysical studies have been carried out to
understand the ICT interactions of various D-A chromophores, which
suggest that though all of them form a dipolar charge transferred states,
still the excited state is unique concerning the number of acceptor
substituents.

Results and discussion
Mono-, di-, and tri-substituted triphenylamine derivatives with
electron withdrawing nitro (NO2), formyl (CHO), and cyano (CN)
groups at the para-phenylene position shown in Chart 1 were synthesized by following literature methods [31,32]. Briefly, the nitro derivatives,
4-nitro-N,N-diphenylaniline
(mNO2),
4-nitro-N-(4-nitrophenyl)-N-phenylaniline (dNO2), and tris(4-nitrophenyl) amine
(tNO2) were synthesized in moderate yields by nitration reaction using
different equivalents of copper nitrate and acetic anhydride. VilsmeierHaack reaction of triphenylamine with different equivalents of POCl3/
DMF as shown in Scheme S1 (SI) affords 4-(diphenylamino) benzaldehyde (mCHO), 4,4'- (phenylazanediyl) dibenzaldehyde (dCHO),
4,4′,4″-nitrilotribenzaldehyde (tCHO) in quantitative yields. Synthesis
of cyano derivatives 4-(diphenylamino) benzonitrile (mCN), 4,4'-(phenylazanediyl) dibenzonitrile (dCN), and 4,4′,4″-nitrilotribenzonitrile
(tCN) was reported previously [11]. All the compounds were characterized thoroughly using 1H, 13C NMR, and FTIR techniques.
The structures of mNO2, mCN, and tCN were also determined by
single crystal X-ray diffraction method (SI, Table S1). It can be seen
from Fig. 1 that all the TPA derivatives exhibit propeller-like structure.
It has been known that molecules having both electron rich and
poor moieties would be the combinations of neutral and charge separated canonical forms, which can be identified by comparing the degree
of bond-length alternations, δr within the phenyl ring. For example, δrvalue calculated using equation (1) corresponds to 0 and 0.08–0.10 Å
respectively for benzene and quinonoid forms. The bond lengths a, a’, b,
b’, c, c’ denoted in the single crystal X-ray structure of the compounds
given in Fig. 1 were used to calculate the δr-value for TPA derivatives
[33–36].

r=

(a + a )
2

(b + b )
2

+

(c + c )
2

(b + b )
2

(1)

The geometrical parameters calculated at B3LYP/6-31 + G* level of
theory using Gaussian 09 were used for the compounds [37], which do
2
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Chart 1. Structure of TPA substituted with various acceptor groups.

not have crystal structures to calculate the δr-value. The experimental
and theoretical δr values summarized in Table 1 indicates that the values obtained from computational methods appear to be overestimated
by the factor of 0.65 ± 0.1 when compared to the single crystal X-ray
structure values. Since same methodology has been adopted to obtain
δr for all the molecules, it is reasonable to use the computed δr for
rationalizing the ground-state charge transfer character. The nonzero δr
value as presented in Table 1 for all the TPA derivatives indicates the
presence of substantial charge transfer character. Specifically, δr value
of 0.021, 0.019, and 0.012 Å, respectively for mCN, dCN, and tCN
indicates the significant quinonoid contribution to the phenyl rings in
the ground state. Though generalization of δr with respect to number of
substituents has not been arrived, δr values in all the cases follow
mono- > di- > tri-substituted derivatives, which underscores that the
quinonoid contribution is more for monosubstituted compounds which

can be used as a scale to define the strength of charge transfer interactions.
The UV–visible absorption and fluorescence spectra measured in
toluene exhibits intense transitions in the UV region as shown in Fig. 2,
which is characteristic to the nature of the substituent. It is evident from
the spectra that the lowest energy absorption observed at 400, 359,
330 nm in toluene for mNO2, mCHO and mCN, respectively are according to their Hammett σ constants [38] where the strongest electron
withdrawing group red-shifts the absorption to the maximum extent.
Additional substitution resulted in spectral shifts along with the further
intensification of lowest energy absorption bands (Tables S2 and S3 and
Figs. S1 and SI). The data clearly specifies that, the lowest energy absorption is dominated by HOMO→ LUMO transition for all the molecules, while next higher energy transitions are distinctly different for
mono, di, and tri-substituents. Specifically, DA2 molecules show two
well-resolved absorption bands because of the occurrence of HOMO→
LUMO+1 transition at the wavelengths which are blue shifted by 45,
41, and 33 nm for nitro, formyl, and cyano substituents, respectively.
On the other hand, the tri-substituted DA3 molecules exhibit absorption
maximum with increased oscillator strength by the factor of two, when
compared to their respective mono congener. Indeed, octupolar derivatives have two isoenergetic transitions with nearly identical oscillator
strength originated from HOMO→LUMO and HOMO→LUMO+1 transitions, which can also be noticed from the nearly two times of molar
Table 1
Summary of the selected structural parameters such as bond lengths, bond
angles from single crystal X-ray data and theoretical calculation torsion angle
and chemical shift values of proton NMR.
Cpd

δrexp[Å]

δrcal[Å]

θexp[a] [deg]

θcal[b] [deg]

mNO2
dNO2
tNO2
mCHO
dCHO
tCHO
mCN
dCN
tCN
TPA

0.013
–
–
–
–
–
0.013
–
0.009
−0.013

0.023
0.022
0.013
0.022
0.018
0.015
0.021
0.019
0.012
0.007

44.0
–
–
–
–
–
37.0
–
30.4
49.9

48
33
40
47
35
40
48
38
41
41

a
The torsion angle between acceptor moiety and donor rings determined
from the crystal structure.
b
The torsion angle determined by theoretical calculation.

Fig. 1. Single crystal X-ray structures of mNO2, mCN and tCN (hydrogen atoms
are omitted for clarity).
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Fig. 2. UV–visible absorption (solid line) and fluorescence spectra (dotted line)
of a) nitro, b) aldehyde and c) cyano substituted TPA derivatives in toluene.

Fig. 3. Fluorescence spectra of mNO2, dNO2, tNO2 and mCHO, dCHO, tCHO
in different solvents: Hexane (Black line), Toluene (red), Ethyl Acetate (blue),
Chloroform (Magenta), Dichloromethane (Olive), Acetonitrile (Navy),
Dimethylsulfoxide (Violet). (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

extinction coefficient values in experimental absorption spectra with
respect to their corresponding mono-substituted ones.
The measured fluorescence spectrum of all the investigated molecules are shown in Fig. 2 and Tables S4–S6 (SI). The emission maximum
of the compounds mNO2, dNO2, tNO2, mCHO, dCHO, tCHO, mCN,
dCN, and tCN in toluene solvent are observed at 530, 481, 487, 455,
430, 417, 405, 387 and 369 nm respectively. In all the cases, monosubstituted TPA's show red-shifted fluorescence combined with larger
Stokes shift values of 17251, 15400, 6401 cm−1 respectively for mNO2,
mCN, and mCHO. The larger Stokes shift value, an indication for the
notable structural difference between the ground and excited states of
the molecule would have originated from the intramolecular charge
transfer interactions and were further probed by the solvent polarity
induced fluorescence spectral studies.
Fig. 3 depicts the fluorescence spectra of nitro and formyl substituted TPA's in solvents of different polarity and in fact all the derivatives exhibit gradually red-shifted fluorescence, however to different
extent while going from non-polar, toluene to polar, acetonitrile solvent. Notably, the magnitude of the red-shifted fluorescence maximum
follows DA > DA2 > DA3 configuration and the quantification in terms
of Lippert-Mataga plot i.e. Stokes shift against the solvent polarity
parameter (Figs. S2 and SI) yields the largest slope values for monosubstituted derivatives. This feature originated from the dipole moments changes upon excitation could be attributable to the formation of
dipolar CT states. Notably, the DA2 and DA3 can have the option of
forming quadrupolar, D+(Aδ−)2 and octupolar, D+(Aδ−)3 CT states,
however with net zero dipole moment change identified by the nonsolvatochromism in fluorescence. In the ground state of DA2, the C2 axis
passing through the unsubstituted phenyl ring becomes negated when
one of the two acceptor bears charge after excitation. Similarly, the C3
symmetry axis of DA3 is reduced to C2 symmetry when one of the acceptor groups accepts the charge after photoexciation. Notably, the
symmetry broken dipolar CT states involves only one of the sub-chromophoric part AD+A−/A2D+A− and the remaining pairs are mere

spectators. It should also be noted that the silent spectator moieties
would also have the equal chance to become part of the dipolar CT
state. Hence, quadrupolar and octupolar derivatives might show two
and three isoenergetic, inter-convertible, symmetry broken, dipolar CT
states, respectively. Though no systematic relationship has been derived
from the Lippert-Mataga plot, the higher slope value for mono-substituted derivatives than their respective di- and tri-substituted counterparts suggests significant differences among the structurally similar
dipolar CT states. A qualitative correlation between Hammett substituent constant (σ) and the slope value from Lippert-Mataga yields a
linear relationship as shown in Fig. 4, suggests that the degree of charge
transfer can be correlated with the electron withdrawing strength of the
acceptor units. Interestingly, a linear increase in the slope value is observed for mono-substituted derivatives whereas di- and tri-substituted
TPA derivatives show the opposite trend. If the slope value is related to
charge transfer interactions, molecules with larger values could have
efficient charge transfer efficiency. Hence, the intriguing decrease in
charge transfer efficiency or its destabilization in di- and tri-substituents having strong electron withdrawing substituent (higher σ values), would have been attributed to the moieties which are not part of
the CT state.
Interestingly, mNO2 seems to have a specific solvent-solute effect,
particularly in chlorinated solvents as shown in Fig. 3 (Figs. S3 and SI).
Specifically, in chloroform and dichloromethane, mNO2 shows two
additional shoulders at 460, and 717 nm and the peaks become broader
and tailing over 800 nm. The emission in the near-infrared (NIR) region
is quite exciting for a simple molecule having only TPA core. We believe
that the higher energy fluorescence at 460 nm may be due to the S0←S1
or the local excited (LE) state. However, origin of the lowest energy
fluorescence is not clear at present, and it is probably due to the charge
4
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Fig. 4. A plot of Hammett constant versus slope value of the Lippert-Mataga
plot of mono, di, and tri substituted TPA derivatives.

transfer interactions. The fluorescence quantum yield measurements
were also carried out and the data are summarized in Tables S4, S5 and
S6 (SI). All the TPA derivatives exhibit reductions in quantum yield
with increasing solvent polarities, a feature generally observed for
chromophores with ICT interactions.
Fluorescence decay profiles measured using time correlated singlephoton counting (TSCPC) technique by using 370 nm, ~100 ps pulsed
light are given in Fig. 5. The decays were fitted with exponential
functions for most of the cases, however, few cases biexponential
function were employed, wherein average lifetime values were used for
discussion. The fluorescence lifetime of mCN, mCHO, and mNO2 in

Fig. 6. Fluorescence excitation anisotropy spectra of TPA derivatives in toluene
solution saturated with polystyrene beads (solid line) and dotted line represents
the respective absorption spectrum.

toluene was measured to be 2.30, 0.81, and 1.10 ns respectively. Notably, the fluorescence lifetime of mCN and mCHO in acetonitrile respectively corresponds to 6.30 and 6.93 ns, which is longer by the factor
of two than in toluene. The radiative (kr = 1/τ0, where τ0 is the natural
radiative lifetime calculated using τF/φF) and non-radiative {knr =
(1−φF)/τF} rate constants calculated using the fluorescence lifetime
and quantum yield are summarized Tables S4–S6 (SI). Careful examination of these values suggests that both the radiative and non-radiative rate constants are sensitive to the number and the nature of the
substituents. It is possible to conclude that, though the quadrupolar and
octupolar molecules form symmetry broken dipolar CT states, their
lifetimes are shorter than the respective dipolar congeners in polar
solvents.
To explore the nature of S0→Sn transitions in absorption, steadystate fluorescence excitation anisotropy measurements were carried out
in highly viscous, toluene solution with polystyrene, to avoid the fast
molecular rotation. Fig. 6 shows the excitation anisotropy spectra
which were measured by monitoring the respective fluorescence
emission maximum. In general, the anisotropy of monosubstituted TPA
derivatives within the excitation spectra, i.e., S0←S1 transitions, corresponds to 0.35 ± 0.01, which is very close to the limiting value of
0.4, a typical value observed for the molecules having parallel excitation and emission transition dipoles. However, at higher excitation
energies, the anisotropy value strongly depends on wavelength, because
the absorption and emission processes involve electronic transitions
with different transition-dipole orientations [39]. For the di- and trisubstituted systems, irrespective of the substituent, anisotropy value
was found to be ~0.1 at lower energy excitation, which further decreases and reaches below zero at higher excitation wavelengths. The
anisotropy value of 0.1 suggests that significant redistribution of excitation energy at intramolecular level among the sub-chromophoric
units and also between the low and high energy excited states, prior to
which the emission occurs [40,41].
Since, it has been believed that the rotation of N–C bond of amine

Fig. 5. Fluorescence decay profiles of mCHO, dCHO and tCHO in different
solvents. The profiles are monitored at their respective emission maximum
wavelength.
5
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Interestingly, formyl and nitro TPA's renders enhanced fluorescence
with lowering the temperature in both nonpolar, MCH and polar, BCN,
except the nitro derivatives in BCN, which does not show measurable
emission (Figure S5-S7, SI). For formyl in BCN, the fluorescence becomes enhanced by a factor of 5, 4, and 2.63 while lowering the temperature from 350 to 170 K, suggesting that the number of acceptor
groups definitely play a crucial role in depicting the ICT process as
witnessed from the fluorescence properties.
In general, the rate of interconversion between the two/three
equivalent minimum energy geometries aided by conformational
changes and solvent polarity are crucial factors in deciding the stability
of symmetry broken CT state. In fact, all the minima are equally
probable and hence equally populated; the observed spectra are sum of
the spectra calculated as Boltzmann averages. The interconversion rate
between the equivalent minima driven by the rotational motion of the
N–C bond decides their stability, faster the inter-conversion and lower
the stability (Figs. S8 and SI). Slowing down the rotational motion of
N–C bond by lowering the temperature resulted in drastic changes in
fluorescence spectra distinctly different with respect to number of acceptor groups. And signifies that dipolar CT states of quadrupolar and
octupolar molecules are detrimentally affected by the acceptor moieties
which are not part of the CT state.
To gain insight into the structural and electronic basis for the experimental findings, the geometry and electronic properties were calculated by using density functional theory calculations. The electron
density distributions in the frontier molecular orbitals (MO) are computed to understand the ICT interactions and are shown in Figs. S9–S11
(SI). Irrespective of the substituent, electron density in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is localized on the amino nitrogen
and phenylene rings which becomes shifted to the electron deficient
acceptor substituted phenylene moiety upon transition to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). For octupolar molecules, the
electron density in LUMO is dominantly present on two of the three
acceptor unit and the LUMO+1 possess localized electron density on
only one acceptor moiety. These observations underscores that all the
acceptor in the TPA core are prone to be involved in the ICT interactions. In all the cases, the HOMO and LUMO becomes stabilized while
going from dipolar, quadrupolar, and octupolar configuration and incidentally HOMO and HOMO-1, LUMO and LUMO+1 are degenerate
orbitals. Overall it leads to the alternations in the HOMO-LUMO energy
gap and are calculated to be, 3.21, 3.16, 3.30, 3.75, 3.61, 3.67, 4.21,
4.05 and 4.10 eV for mNO2, dNO2, tNO2, mCHO, dCHO, tCHO, mCN,
dCN, and tCN, respectively. A plot of Hammett σ constant versus
computed HOMO energy level is found to be linear (Figs. S12 and SI)
but LUMO energy levels are not showing any systematic variation
concerning Hammett parameter. However, slight alternations in the
energy levels have been observed for different substitutions as well as
with their number.
Also, natural transition orbital analysis (NTO) was performed based
on the TD-DFT approach, using the optimized geometries of the excited
singlet state. This method offers most compact representation of the
transition density between the ground and excited states regarding an
expansion into hole and electron states for each given excitation. Note
that the NTO analysis is practicable only when each pair of NTOs (hole
and electron) accounts for more than 90% of a transition (λ > 90%).
NTO's of the first excited singlet and ground states displayed in Fig. 8
indicates the occurrence of pronounced ICT interactions within the
chromophore upon photoexcitation. The hole wave function for mNO2
and dNO2 is delocalized over the aminophenylene moiety and absent at
the nitro substituted phenyl ring. On the other hand, the electron wave
function of the excited S1 state is localized on the nitro substituted
phenyl ring. It indicates that upon excitation the charge is shifted from
aminophenylene to nitro moiety. In the case of tNO2, hole wave function is delocalized on the two NO2 substituted phenyl ring and electron
wave function localized on the one of the NO2 substituted phenyl, as a
result amino group and one of the nitro substituted phenyle ring acts as

Fig. 7. Temperature-dependent fluorescence spectra of cyano-TPA derivatives
in butyronitrile (BCN) solvent.

and phenyl carbon is vital in depicting the ICT interactions, controlling
the rotation by lowering the surrounding temperature would impact the
fluorescence properties. The fluorescence spectra of all the samples
were measured between 170 and 350 K using Oxford DN cryostat in
nonpolar methylcyclohexane (MCH), and polar butyronitrile (BCN) as it
allows the measurements in a wider temperature range. Fluorescence
intensity gradually suppressed with lowering of temperature to a different extent depending upon the solvent polarity and number of cyano
groups as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. S4. While the spectral width and
maximum value appears to be relatively constant with temperature
except the one for mCN in butyronitrile, where the emission spectrum
gradually blue shifted from 462 to 436 nm with lowering of temperature from 350 K to 170 K. A plot of fluorescence intensity versus the
temperature shown in Fig. 8 inset obeys the linear relationship. It has
been known that only non-radiative rate constant is temperature dependent and the radiative rate constant is independent of temperature
[42,43]. Lowering the temperatures resulted in rigidifying the TPA core
by restricting the intramolecular rotations and vibrations around the
central N–C bond, thereby hinders the processes that require the
structural changes upon photoexcitation. Thus, for cyano TPA's, intensification of fluorescence while raising the temperature from cryogenic to above ambient indicates that the enhanced rotational motion
and vibrations aids the fluorescence. Based on the above facts it can be
concluded that the fluorescence from cyano TPA's originated from the
charge transferred state with TPA and cyano respectively bearing the
positive and negative charges, stiffening the N–C rotation at lower
temperature that prohibits the facile orientation of the respective
groups eventually affects the fluorescence intensity. A comparison of
integrated fluorescence intensity in polar butyronitrile solvent reveals
that nearly 1.2 fold increased fluorescence for tCN while that of mCN
and dCN show two-fold enhancement, which suggests that more
number of acceptors probably hinders the CT state formation.
6
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Fig. 8. Contour plots of the pairs of “Natural Transition Orbitals” based on TD-DFT calculations.

an acceptor moiety and the remaining two nitro substituted phenyl
rings acts as donor. The different hole-electron NTO pairs of tNO2 is due
to its higher symmetry with all the phenyl ring substituted with NO2
unit. Similar observation of the hole-electron pictures is obtained for
the mCHO, dCHO, and tCHO systems. Franck−Condon (FC) S1 state
for all NO2 and CHO substituted systems is composed of average contributions (HOMO−1 → LUMO) mainly arising delocalized transition
from the aminophenylene to nitro substituted phenyl ring. It is very
interesting to note that, tricyano-substituted aminophenylene (tCN)
hole-electron NTOs pairs [11] are totally different from the tNO2 and
tCHO. In the case of tCN, amino group and one of the cyanophenylene
ring acts a donor moiety and the remaining two cyanophenylene moieties acts as an acceptor, where as in the case of tNO2 and tCHO, one of
the nitro, CHO substituted phenyl ring acts as an acceptor moiety and
the remaining two nitro and CHO substituted phenyl rings acts as
donor.

formed symmetry broken dipolar intramolecular charge transfer states
of DA2 and DA3 derivatives seems to exhibit different dipole moment
values, and excited state lifetimes concerning their respective dipolar
congeners. Natural transition orbital (NTO) analysis also suggest that
all the molecules exhibit intramolecular charge transfer interactions.
Interestingly, the nitro substituents exhibit specific solute-solvent interactions with the chlorinated solvents, and the fluorescence spectra
are trailing over visible to NIR region. The combination of emission in
the NIR region with the specific solute-solvent interaction is quite intriguing and can have the potential to be used as a probe to find the
chlorinated molecules. Based on the above results it can be concluded
that the electronic properties of the triphenylamine derivative can be
tailored by the judicious choice of substituents as well its number for
optoelectronic applications.

Conclusions
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In summary, the present work describes the intramolecular charge
transfer interactions in electron rich, triphenylamine (D) substituted
with the electron deficient (A) cyano, nitro, and aldehyde groups in DA,
DA2, and DA3 configurations. The electronic properties are distinctly
different with respect to the substituent as well as its number, but all
the molecules show solvatochromism in fluorescence originated from
the dipole moment changes upon photoexcitation. Indeed, DA2 and DA3
does not form D+(Aδ−)2 and D+(Aδ−)3 CT states with net zero dipole
moment change identified by the non-solvatochromism in fluorescence,
and forms symmetry broken, dipolar CT states, AD+A−/A2D+A− influenced by the surrounding solvent environment. Restricting the N–C
bond rotation, a requisite process for the formation of ICT state by
lowering the temperature below room temperature affects the fluorescence intensity though to a different extent suggest the dipolar CT states
of DA2 and DA3 are different from their DA congeners. In addition, thus
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